
Suggestion 

number
Service

Brief summary of 

suggestion
Further details Response Outcome

1 ED & SC: Comm Care & Homecare Annexe lighting

Switch off the lighting in the Annexe during the summer months to generate cost 

savings as there is adequate natural light. During dull days lights can be switched 

on or dimmed as far as possible.

Since this suggestion was made, lighting levels have been explored and action has 

been taken. From 1 August all lights above work areas in the Annexe were 

switched off completely for a 1 month trial. Following on from the trial and 

feedback received this has now been implemented. In the event of an overcast 

day a request to turn on the lights can be made to the Facilities team. 

Implemented

2 ED & SC: Libraries
Second School library 

system

7 out of 8 secondary schools in Moray use the Heritage library management 

system, this attracts individual licence fees and does not share information 

relating to stock. These secondary schools could all move over to the Talis library 

system currently in use by Milnes and public libaries saving on individual licence 

fees and introducing service efficiencies in terms of managing stock.

This suggestion has been authorised by the service and has been put forward for 

service implementation.
For service implementation

3 ED & SC: Leisure & Workforce Dev

Community use of 

secondary schools: use of 

caretakers

Community use bookings are currently supervised by caretakers. As the majority 

of secondary schools are attached to leisure facilities the duties could be 

absorbed by the leisure attendants preventing duplication of staff and making 

service efiiciencies.

This suggestion has been authorised by the service and can be put forward for 

service implementation.
For service implementation

4 Env: Housing & property PAT test schedules

The annual PAT testing of fixed IT equipment is excessive and causes unnecessary 

financial costs.  I suggest that we change the frequency of testing from annually to 

every 4 years.  4 years would be fine. MC is wasting thousands of pounds by doing 

it yearly.

The annual cost for PAT testing is £16,000 so it is not a substantial financial cost. 

The schools are all tested by the Technicians which reduces external expenditure. 

There are plans for the in-house DLO to take on this work in the near future after 

major restructuring so this will be reviewied in the future alongside frequency.

For service implementation

5 Corp: Legal & Democratic Digital data collection 
The Bright Ideas exercise should have been carried out using a web form (or 

surveymonkey) making the information easier to collate and manage. 

The ICT are currently working on digital services for customers and were fully 

committed to this at the time this scheme was being introduced. As referred to in 

the Bright Ideas guidance notes, it is already planned to consider an electronic 

process for the future.

Not progressed

6 ED & SC: Integrated Children's Services Standing desks

Purchasing several standing desks would be a good investment - improved 

performance, healthy workers and less chairs all contribute towards savings. A 

recent study by Holland & Barrett detailed the improved health benefits.

This is an interesting suggestion and the health benefits sounds great, however 

workstations need to be flexible and suitable for the maximum number of people. 

Furniture within the Annexe is not likely to need to be replaced soon and an 

additional spend cannot be justified where there is no cash saving. 

Not progressed

7 Corp: Financial Services inc DBS
Location of External 

meetings

Meetings held externally incur unnecessary costs for room hire/catering/travel. 

Where possible, all meetings should be held within Council buildings. Where this 

is not possible, staff should consider:

1. Digital facilities (ie. video conferencing/email) 

2. The use of community centres/schools 

All employees should already be considering the use of meeting rooms within 

Council buildings alongside the requirement of a face to face meeting and the 

alternatives available (eg. email, telephone conferencing) prior to considering 

hiring rooms out with, therefore this should be happening already. To identify 

where this is not happening, the expenditure for this year has been reviewed. 

Examples include primary schools hiring halls for PE, or community care hiring 

halls for meetings. Whilst initial views on the hiring of rooms may appear to be 

unnecessary, from the examples explored there are genuine reasons for these 

expenses. Therefore, no scope for saving has been identified.

Not progressed

8 ED & SC: Integrated Children's Services Parking for pool cars

To minimise claims for parking, all pool cars should have a Moray Council parking 

permit placed within them. When the pool car is picked up private cars can 

display the Moray Council permit to prevent parking fees from having to be paid 

and then claimed back. 

As a rule of thumb employees should not claim for parking their own car whilst 

driving a pool car as they would have had to park their car somewhere in any case 

if they bring it to work. Fee free parking is generally available. It has not been 

possible to analyse claims made to assess the potential savings as claims made do 

not specify the circumstances for claiming  parking charges. 

This suggestion is unlikely to generate significant savings or service efficiency.  

There could be admininstrative costs associated with the  issuing of parking 

permits etc as it is likely that people would forget to return them to the pool car 

from their own vehicle after use. 

Not progressed 

9 ED & SC: Leisure & Workforce Dev Pool car refuelling gloves

There are no disposable gloves available to allow pool cars to be re-fueled safely 

and hygienically. I suggest that disposable gloves are available either:

1. At the fuel pumps

2.At collection offices when you pick up the pool car keys

3.In the boot of every pool car

When pool cars were first introduced gloves were made available in each pool car 

however it was found to be inefficient due to the number used. Gloves are now 

available from the stores office which is located directly adjacent to the Ashgrove 

fuel pumps and open from 7.30am-5pm.  

Not progressed



10 Env: Housing & property Second hand pool cars
When replacing pool cars, substantial savings could be made if low mileage (less 

than 30,000 miles) second hand cars with full service history were used instead. 

The Council purchases vehicles through national contracts which achieves 

signifcant savings over what a private individual would pay. Vehicles with around 

30,000 miles would have higher maintenance costs, no or limited warranty and it 

would be difficult to source a standard vehicle type which is a key part to 

managing large fleets. Purchasing second hand pool cars may offer a saving on the 

initial outlay but the long term costs and resource required would not be viable.

Not progressed

11 Env: Waste Council close 1pm Friday 
Close all council office at 1pm on a Friday to generate substantial savings on 

heating and power. 

It is not viable to close all council offices at 1pm due to current staff contracts and 

critical responsibilities to the public. Council buildings all have varying energy 

consumption, for example the Annexe is high as it maintains electrical supplies to 

the ICT servers 24hrs a day so a complete closure would not result in ssignificant 

savings.  Every office will have different energy consumption depending on age 

and type of mechanical and electrical systems and detailed work and resources 

would be required to produce figures. 

Taken to the Employee 

Conference to gauge views from 

the workforce - Not progressed

12 Corp: Financial Services inc DBS

Interview 

expenses/Relocation 

packages & storage

Stop the payment of interview and relocation/storage expenses to generate 

substantial savings.

This practice is widely used as a means of recruiting the right candidate to the job. 

Given the difficulties experienced in recruiting to the right type of posts where 

relocation is offered, the benefits of recruiting the right candidate outweigh any 

initial expenses paid to achieve this. 

Not progressed

13 Corp: Financial Services inc DBS Pool cars

The suggestion is largely commentary and observations around practices, 

however 3 suggestions can be identified: 

i) Councillors to use pool cars

ii) Pool cars allocated to sections 

iii) Tighten up on the application of pool car guidance and rules 

i) Councillors are entitled to claim expenses from home to work as part of their 

duties, the majority of travel expenses claimed is for this purpose and so pool cars 

would not be feasible for this.

ii) Pool cars have already been dedicated to services that achieve target mileage. 

If a manager has a business case for a dedicated pool car they can submit it to 

Fleet Services for consideration.

iii) The project target was to achieve a 40% reduction in staff mileage which has 

been achieved with additional cars being implemented to increase availability.

Not progressed

14 Env: Waste
Cost savings (Cleansing 

shifts)

Change the work pattern of the Cleansing Dept to a two shift pattern (6am-2pm, 

2pm-8pm) to make more use of current personnel and fleet to meet the 

increasing work demand.

At the moment, we are undergoing an assessment of all routes based on recycling 

using a combination of route optimisation software and waste data to determine 

the most effective routing. Once this has been completed, we will then possibly 

have a basis for reviewing how we can make the whole collection service more 

efficient which will include looking at shift working and patterns, vehicles sizes, 

frequency of collections etc. 

To be considered after current 

development

15 ED & SC: Leisure & Workforce Dev Hires

The hire of halls is free to groups under The Moray Council umbrella. More groups 

are coming under this category resulting in a loss of income and increased "no 

shows". Increased control of the groups in this category is required to increase 

income.

These groups are legitimate partner groups and are publicly funded whether they 

are the NHS, Council etc.  Allowing these groups to hire halls reduces bureaucracy 

and is making the best use of public resources overall and supports partnership 

working.                                                                  

Not progressed

16 Env: Waste
Equal working duties 

regarding pay grade

When undertaking overtime work within Env Pro, the rate of pay directly relates 

to the employees grade, rather than the specific work they are carrying out. This 

results in employees all street sweeping but with various rates of pay 

(chargehands/loaders/drivers). Overtime payment should reflect the duties 

carried out as opposed to the employees grade. 

This is a perfectly reasonable and understandable suggestion and in an ideal world 

this would happen. However, the problem that we have is that we cannot get 

sufficient staff to turn out at weekends where they have to take a drop in pay 

from driver and loader rates down to street sweeper rates. The move to payment 

reflecting the duties carried out would create barriers in meeting the service 

demands.

HR to work with service to 

consider options



17 Corp: Financial Services inc DBS
Elections - Duplicate 

payments

When Moray Council employees undertake election duties they should have to 

take a days annual leave/unpaid leave. They are getting paid to undertake their 

election duties so are effectively getting paid twice. By taking a days leave it will 

provide consistency amongst employees and attract financial savings for the 

Council.

Moray Council employees undertaking election duties do not receive a duplicate 

payment. The payment they receive covers the unsociable hours which they are 

required to work.  In polling stations, normal working hours are from 06.30 am 

until approx.10.30 pm (approx. 16 hrs) and at the count from 9.00pm until the 

early hours depending on the type of election. Employees are required to seek 

permission from their line managers to get time off. Employees working at the 

count do so in their own time, if they wish to take time off the following day they 

would be required to take annual leave/flexi leave.

Not progressed

18 Env: Housing & property
Kitchen installation 

practices

Changing the current kitchen installation practice from the current mitred 

worktop joints to using metal jointing strips. The attracted benefits would be:

1. Reduction of 4-6hrs labour for each kitchen installation, based on 300 installs a 

year it would equate to a labour saving on 1200-1800 pa.

2. Future replacements would be less resourceful, less disruptive to tenants and 

more cost effective.

3. Reduces the need for power tools and associated control measures (ie. PPE, 

dust extraction equip) 

This change in practice has already been identified as a financial saving through 

other means and has been presented to the Housing Clint for approval.
Already in progress

19 ED & SC: Support Heating - savings

Buckie Access Point is heated  by 3 boilers leading to varying warmth levels 

throughout the building. The purchase of heating sensors would allow more 

control over temperatures and reduce heating bills.

Our Energy Officer undertook a site visit on 11th August 2016 to explore the 

suggestion. The boilers themselves were inspected with no issues, however it 

appears that the distribution system is causing the issue. In order to explain 

further, the boilers on the top floor have a common distribution system which 

drops down to ground level, with take-offs for each floor.   In order to implement 

the suggestion and control each floor individually we would need to control each 

take-off and that would require equipment space, an electrical supply and 

additional sensors, none of which are there at present. This would be a complex 

project with substantial financial costs, which are unlikely to improve matters to 

justify the project,

Not progressed

20 Env: Housing & property

Operational Facilities 

Management/Corporate 

Landlord

Our Council currently has a fragmented approach to facilities management. There 

are currently a range of services under difference directorates and departments 

that impinge upon property and each other. By merging the below services into a 

single service department it would lead to improved services and efficiency 

savings. 

1. Space management (offices)

2. Janitorial, cleaning and catering

3. Energy management

4. Building maintenance

5. ICT services

It is not immediately obvious what financial savings or service efficiencies would 

result from the suggestion, especially the involvement of ICT. Very limited ICT 

work is tied to property and it wouldn’t be effective to split it from the rest of ICT 

as there are stronger links there. Staff/management structuring will be one of the 

options listed for the councillors to consider reviewing to meet the Corporate and 

Financial plan.

Already in progress - to be 

considered alongside other 

options as part of future design 

and structure of the council - 

long term.

21 ED & SC: Comm Care & Homecare Paper saving

Where a pool car is unavailable and we are required to use our own car for work 

purposes, we are required to print off copies of the pool car calendar as evidence 

that there were none available. This causes unnecessary resources and time. It is 

suggested that the practice of printing off the pool cars calendar is abandoned.

Economic development and infrastructure committee on 08/03/16 noted that 

there are still a high volume of claims being submitted. The committee instructed 

that managers should increase their srcutiny of mileage claims to ensure pool cars 

are used where feasible and available. Some services have asked that pool car 

diary evidence is provided as part of this additional scrutiny to ensure travel is as 

cost effective as possible. This is a small cost compared to the saving made from 

pool cars.

Not progressed



22 Corp: Legal & Democratic Online Billing

Introduce online billing for council tax purposes to allow customers to view their 

council tax liabilities, statements, payments etc. This would reduce the costs 

associated with printing/posting letters.

This is currently being worked on and forms part of the Digital Services project. 

We need to ensure that safe authentication measures are in place first, once this 

is established then we will be in a position to provide online access for various 

services including council tax. In terms of timescale this work is currently in 

progress but it is likely that council tax billing would not be changed until 2018 

due to the need to test out information and processes and the lead in time 

needed to prepare council tax bills.

Already in progress

23 Corp: Human Resources & ICT
Overpaid contract 

workers
This suggestion relates to a particular individual case relating to contract workers. 

This suggestion relates to a specific incident and Bright Ideas is not the 

appropriate forum. The suggestor has been offered the opportunity to raise the 

issue separately with HR.

Not progressed

24 ED & SC: Libraries DVD Hire costs
Reducing the hire charge of DVD's from £2.50 to a lower amount will encourage 

more use of this service and may increase income.

Library services are required to purchase rental copies of DVD's if they are to be 

loaned out to the public. It is illegal to lend DVD's that were not purchased for this 

purpose. This means that DVD's cannot be sourced at a reduced rate and rental 

copies cost between £10 and £30. The cost to loan library DVD's has remained 

static at £2.50 since April 2002. During 2015/16 the number of DVD's issues 

increased by 5%. Services were asked to increase charges by 5% for 2016/17 but 

an argument was put forward to keep the price static.

Not progressed

25 Corp: Legal & Democratic
Improved use of internal 

mail system 

Making more use of the internal mail/email system for routine letters/ 

communications would save on time, resources and postage costs within the 

Council. A categorisation of mail is required so that only highly confidential 

documentation is sent to an employees home address. 

This practice should  already be in place although there are some services where 

internal mail or e-mail are not currently avaialble or suitable for all 

communications.  For example Home care is a dispersed workforce who currently 

do not have e-mail access.  This is being addressed and e-mail will soon be 

available to improve communications with this group.  To assess the scope of 

opportunity for improvement  this suggestion was taken to the Employee 

Conference and was agreed to implemented across the Council.

Taken to the Employee 

Conference 2016 to gauge views 

from the workforce - For 

implementation

26 Corp: Financial Services inc DBS
Financial Savings - saying 

no

Increased control by the Payments Team is required for items which are deemed 

as 'specialist' to achieve financial savings. At the moment schools are resistant to 

order through current suppliers for certain goods and the lack of control means 

the Payments Team cannot say no even if it will generate a financial saving. It is 

suggested that a rationalised list of items that the Council deems as acceptable is 

drawn up with authorisation to refuse requests for anything else.

The Payments Team currently offer alternative suggestions for specialist items 

however there is a lack of control as budget managers can override it. instead 

alternative action has been identified and will be carried out by the relevant 

department:

• A request has been made that the buying team question specialist and non-

contracted requests in more detail

• A standardised form will be developed to capture details of the difference in 

price/terms and conditions to allow data to be gathered and provide a true 

indication of potential savings for items which are deemed to have a suitable 

alternative

Taken to the Employee 

Conference to gauge views from 

the workforce - Not progressed 

but alternative action taken

27 Corp: Financial Services inc DBS Switch off to Save (SOS)

IT equipment is left powered up (standby mode) overnight/at weekends which 

uses unnecessary energy. A procedure should be introduced where all equipment 

is powered down during periods where it is not used to generate financial and 

energy savings. 

There is currently a script which runs to close down PC's at night. The only 

exception for this within schools is the interactive whiteboards or projectors at 

they are not networked devices. The charging cabinets used for laptops/tablets 

are smart cabinets which means the devices will stop charging once they are fully 

charged. We are entering a pilot with SSE to run software on the network to allow 

times to be set to shut down networked devices automatically and allow energy 

usage to be monitored and reported in the future.

Already in place and further 

work in  progress

28 Dog Bin Sponsorship

Additional dog bins placed around Elgin would encourage members of the local 

community to pick up dog waste and thus reduce complaints. Local organisations 

(eg. Veterinary practices/pet shops) could sponsor bins to advertise on it and 

cover the costs associated for supplying and servicing the bin.

This is a reasonable suggestion however the problem does not appear to be the 

lack of bins, rather the lack of people using them. Separate dog bins are not 

supplied by the Council anymore, instead litter bins are supplied for dual purposes 

(litter and dog waste) as a financial saving. 

Not progressed



29 Env: Lands & Parks
Clarity of roles and 

responsibilities

Introduce service efficiencies and make best use of resources. Service Level 

Agreements could be drawn up for example to allow roads maintenance to be 

responsible for all paths, roads, bridges and street lights that are in council 

ownership.  Property services to be responsible for all buildings, walls, fences, 

structures etc.  Budget would need to be agreed and would sit within the user 

department but the responsibility would sit with the specialist section. A more 

efficient programming of work would attract financial savings, reduce 

admin/paper trail and reduce time from inspection to action.

The examples listed in the suggestion are all carried out by one service and 

offered as a support service. Currently Property are responsible for maintaining 

the buildings, roads maintain the paths and roads.  Lands and Parks do much 

more and include all open spaces, play parks, burial sites, school grounds (soft 

landscaping), memorial grounds, parks.  Services must account for their service 

delivery which in many cases includes for a range of support services. Many 

services are audited directly or through  audit Scotland where full costs including 

support costs are required to be demonstrated.  

Not progressed

30 Corp: Legal & Democratic Lights/Heating
Within the Council HQ turn off the lighting and heating in the corridors to make 

financial savings.

Annexe has already been progressed (see suggestion 2 above).  With regards to 

HQ every second corridor light is already off and it is not particularly overlit. There 

may be times when the roof lights provide sufficient natural daylight, however the 

rooflights are not evenly spread along the corridor and cannot wholly substitute 

for the artificial lighting. In terms of the heating within the corridors, the council 

have a duty of care and the requirements for transitionary areas such as corridors 

are less than other areas already. As we are outwith the heating season we 

cannot assess if the temperature is excessive to requirements, however this will 

be re-visited later in the year.

Already in progress

31 Corp: Financial Services inc DBS Trade Works

Improved planning and use of Council employees could reduce the requirement 

to contract work for building/repair works saving on time and resources. A 

specified extract from the Building Manual - Repairs & Maintenance suggests 

there is no consideration for the works to be carried out in-house.

The in-house Building Services DLO carry out as much work as they can resource, 

before other works are externalised. Emergency response time is within 4 hours, 

therefore it would require a large scale organisation to cover all the geographical 

locations in Moray. Currently the DLO have confirmed all the buildings they have 

resources to cover, however they are gearing up to become the Principal 

Contractor by 2019/20 when they should be resourced to deliver the majority of 

works to all our corporate buildings and schools.

Already in progress

32 Env: Development services
Reduction in contracted 

hours

Reduce the full time contractual hours to 35 hrs per week. This would attract 

obvious financial savings as well as increased efficiency as employees are likely to 

do the same or similar delivery of the job within the reduced hours.

A reduction in hours directly impacts on the resources available to provide our 

services and assumes that there’s capacity to absorb the service pressures that 

would result. Unfortunately we can’t make this assumption across all services and 

individual service consideration is needed. All service managers have been asked 

to consider budget issues, efficiencies and reduction in available workforce hours 

as part of the wider financial savings which need to be made. Our flexible working 

policy sets out various options which can be utilised to meet both service and 

individual needs.

Taken to the Employee 

Conference 2016 to gauge views 

from the workforce - Not 

progressed

33 Corp: Legal & Democratic Homeworking ICT support

Homeworking employees can work flexibly between the hours of 7am-7pm. 

However, if IT issues occur, the ICT helpdesk is only open from 8.30am-5pm 

accounting for 70% of the potential working day. It is suggested that the ICT 

helpdesk opening hours are increased to cover 7.15am-6pm to maximise support 

levels and minimise downtime for homeworkers.

The volumes quoted within the suggestion are on the high side and it is unlikley 

that 100 employees work from home before 8.30am and after 5pm. (ave 5 or 6 

before 8am).   It is acknowledged that employees cannot fill in the online form if 

the issue is in relation to connectivity.  However, all ICT devices have the Helpdesk 

number on them so it is still possible to raise a call and there are not a large 

volume of calls relating to this. A number of ICT employees already start prior to 

8am so it is possible that these issues may be resolved through the helpdesk 

anyway.  There are no savings from this suggestion and given the low staffing 

levels on the ICT desk (normally one person) there would either be cost 

implications associated with longer cover or reduced work in another support 

area to accomodate a shift pattern.

Not progressed

34 ED & SC: Comm Care & Homecare
Future Planning - Respite 

facility

Open a respite facility in Forres for individuals who have a learning disability to 

avoid individuals traveling to Elgin for this service. This will prevent bed blocking, 

allow individuals to be assessed and a care package put in place.

There is currently a respite service in Forres. In addition, we are working in 

partnership with Hanover to open a new service in Forres which will include a 

number of beds that will be staffed by both social care (Hanover) staff and nursing 

(NHS) staff. The suggestion to move people to an alternative location for an 

assessment is a model which has been looked at before, however it did not 

demonstrate effectiveness or efficiency but just created another structure.

Already in progress - service 

development already in 

progress that addresses part of 

suggestion



35 Corp: Financial Services inc DBS Agency Staff

Stop hiring agency staff, where possible use Moray Council employees. If it is 

necessary to use agency staff then pay them the same rate as Council employees 

instead of the enhanced rate they receive.

Agency staff are used as a last resort where we have been unable to 

accommodate work with council employees  for example due to recruitment 

difficulties, short term peaks in work that require a speedier response than 

recruitment would allow or for specialist skills. Examples of posts which would 

come under these categories are architects, surveyors and those associated with 

construction.

With regards to their rate of pay, agency staff are not council employees and 

therefore we have no control over their rate of pay.  The agency charges a fee for 

supplying the worker, which they retain and so the whole hourly rate is unlikely to 

be paid to the worker.  It is acknowledged that agency workers are more 

expensive than council workers and that is why every effort is made to keep their 

use to a minimum.

Not progressed

36 Env: Development services Retirement age
Reduce the contractual retirement age to 60 for all employees to generate 

financial savings

Pension age has been increased for both state pension and local government 

pension to save money and make pensions more affordable. Pensions are a 

complex area but in essence paying pension earlier is a cost to the pension fund in 

terms of lost contributions, lost return on investment and the cost of early 

payment. The effect of this is that the contribution the Council must make to the 

pension fund increases for all employees. This makes pensions unaffordable and 

that's why we have had a series of changes to our pensions. This suggestion would 

only save money if the person did not have to be replaced. This is already an 

option that is available under the Council's Voluntary Early Retirement scheme.

Not progressed

37 Corp: Financial Services inc DBS
Voluntary reduction of 

working hours

Promote a voluntary scheme for employees to request a reduction in hours to 

prevent cuts to jobs/services.

The Flexible Working Policy already provides for this with a range of flexible 

working options available to support service needs and offer choices to 

employees which assist work-life balance. However requests need to meet service 

needs and not just individual needs, the opportunity for a reduction in hours is 

already available through our Flexible Working policy therefore no further action 

has been taken. 

Taken to the Employee 

Conference 2016 to gauge views 

from the workforce - Not 

progressed

38 Env: Roads/Fleet services Dedicated Cars for Carers

Increase the number of dedicated pool cars available to the Homecare and Home 

from Hospital team to minimise the use of private vehicles being used, minimise 

travel expenses being claimed and meet the current service demands.

This is already being looked into by Fleet Services, where a number of dedicated 

cars have been allocated to homecare as suggested. A high level analysis of 

current staff mileage claims supports the suggestion however resource 

implications are the main factor in progressing it. 

In summary, this is an ongoing piece of work which is already being considered by 

the service.

Already in progress

39 Env: Lands & Parks Reduction in grass cutting

Reduce the frequency of grass cutting which currently takes place, especially in 

rural areas. This will reduce/eliminate the need for seasonal staff and allow 

permanent staff to meet the current demands in summer.

Reducing the frequency of cutting would not make a great deal of savings without 

a complete service review. Some well used rural cemeteries are close to less well 

used ones and there may be an overlap or duplication in travel.  To make any 

savings frequency would need to be reduced to 1 cut per year with a selective 

weedkiller applied at an early stage.  In addition, it is likely to create a high degree 

of public dissatisfaction although it is difficult to quantify the level of this.

Not progressed

40 Env: Lands & Parks Machinery 

Some machinery within Lands & Parks is only used for 6 months of the year but 

the costs associated with them are paid all year round. It is suggested that this 

machinery is returned to fleet when not required to generate financial savings. 

Returning machinery to Fleet when not in use may save Lands & Parks budget, but 

it would not save The Moray Council’s budget without a root and branch review of 

all plant and equipment. Many of the items of plant mentioned are kept by parks 

for use during the winter when they supplement roads maintenance fleet during 

their winter maintenance operations.  

Not progressed



41 Env: Housing & property Caller ID on outgoing calls

Provide a generic Moray Council caller ID on outgoing calls from office landlines to 

encourage customers to answer calls and minimise multiple calls. At present calls 

are displayed as withheld which results in employees using their mobile phones to 

overcome this resulting in the costs being claimed back at a larger expense.

There are two parts to this suggestion:

1. Allow the direct dial of the employee making the call to be displayed

This has been discussed with the Network Team in ICT and unfortunately it is not 

possible to display the direct dial number of the employee making the call.

2. Allow a “generic” Moray Council number to be displayed

This option is a possibility; however it would only be possible to display the main 

Council phone number. For example, the HQ campus would be either 01343 

563000 or 01343 543451. However this would create a different problem in the 

sense that someone returning a missed call to the Council would end up going 

through to the switchboard who would not be in a position to help the caller as 

they would be unaware of the nature of the call that has been made in the first 

place – so this may lead to wasted time elsewhere and a perception of poor 

customer service.

It is acknowledged that using mobile phones to overcome the problem is an 

unnecessary cost but the level of cost is dependent on the extent of the problem. 

If a service feels that the omission of a direct dial is creating issues then support 

and advice can be provided by the Network Team in ICT. 

Not progressed

42 Env: Waste Service Efficiency 

Locate spare RCV's at Ashgrove. Any lorries requiring repair can be dropped at 

Ashgrove and fixed by Fleet when they have an opportunity. The spare RCV can 

then be driven away at the same time as the repair is dropped off to minimise 

downtime. 

Discussions have been held between Fleet services and Waste management, and 

a suitable agreement has been made to meet both service needs. Currently there 

is no room to store spare RCV’s at Ashgrove Depot, however procedures will be 

written to enable ad-hoc repairs to be undertaken where the cleansing vehicle 

can visit fleet maintenance directly. Once these procedures have been written 

and agreed, they will be communicated across both services. Scheduled 

maintenance procedures will remain unchanged. 

Already in progress

43 Env: Waste Fleet Opening Hours
Review the working hours of Fleet services to minimise downtime and increase 

their opening hours. 

In 2010 the hours of Fleet Services were reviewed which resulted in a change of 

shifts and the workshop opening hours extending from 41 hours to 52.5 hours per 

week. Part of the change resulted in the workshop being open until 6pm Monday 

to Friday when it was previously only open until 4pm; this was to facilitate the 

repair of vehicles and equipment when they are not in use by departments which 

finish earlier in the day. The extended hours has an impact on the number of 

mechanics available at any one time as their shifts are spread across the longer 

opening hours, however when the service has all posts filled (please note there 

are currently 2 vacancies) and has no absences, it provides a service across the 

hours of 7.30am-6pm, Monday-Friday. The opening hours have recently been 

reviewed and the number of mechanics available is greater than initially 

indicated, therefore this suggestion will not be progressed.

Not progressed



44 Env: Development services Pool Cars

Reduce the number of pool cars located at further away locations (ie. Batchen 

Lane, Lossie Green) and increase the number of pool cars available at HQ/Annexe 

to save on time walking to different locations. 

A recent report to the Audit & Scrutiny committee on 28th September 2016 

recognised the financial savings the Pool Car System brings whilst also 

acknowledging the opportunities for further improvement. In terms of the 

locations of pool cars, on-going actions include the following:

• Undertake a review of current strategic locations 

• Consider removal of cars from locations not meeting target mileage returns 

• Present managers with detailed data highlighting poor take up and non-

compliance with mileage targets

 

It is also proposed to further investigate locations where target mileage is not 

being achieved with a view to either reduce the number of pool cars available at 

low usage locations and also reinforce to users the financial benefits available to 

the Council in increased utilisation by staff. 

Already in progress

45 ED & SC: Integrated Children's Services Pool car booking

Someone specific to monitor pool car bookings and check they are being used 

correctly e.g if you don’t turn up to collect it within 30mins and haven’t phoned to 

explain you will be late, booking is cancelled allowing someone else to book 

rather than use own car and claim mileage. More monitoring of those who never 

book pool cars.  No block booking unless it can be justified. (Some book for 8hour 

days constantly and car rarely moves)

A report on the pool car scheme was submitted to the Audit and Scrutiny 

Committee, acknowledging the success of the pool car scheme along with the on-

going work to further improve efficiencies within the scheme. This report 

captured this suggestion in that it recommended that further work was required 

to enhance the availability and usage of pool cars. An outcome of the report was 

that a detailed business case will be carried out to consider a specialised booking 

system along with various other actions. 

Already in progress

46 ED & SC: Integrated Children's Services Annexe car park Charge for parking in public areas of annexe car park.

The suggestion to charge for parking within the Annexe car park has been shared 

with the relevant service and will be considered by them as part of their overall 

wider parking strategy

To be considered by the service

47 ED & SC: Integrated Children's Services Efficiency of Road workers
When a road worker needs to go to yard to collect things, the whole team don’t 

need to go with them.

Each morning road workers collect the required tools and load them into their 

vans prior to commencing work. In an ideal situation the required tools will have 

already been loaded, however there may be unforeseen circumstances which 

require a different piece of equipment to be collected from the depot. During 

these circumstances, it is normal practice for one person to return to the depot. 

As an estimate, approx. 90% of these types of journeys are carried out by one 

person. There are exceptions to this and at times more than one person will 

return. A typical example of this is when a site is without toilet provisions and 

squads make a collective comfort visit back to the depot.

Not progressed

48 ED & SC: Integrated Children's Services Street lighting Less street lighting (Every 2nd lamp)

 Long term savings within street lighting have been explored with various options 

being considered, one of them was to switch off every 2nd lamp as per this 

suggestion, however this was not recommended as it would introduce areas of 

light and shadow potentially making it difficult to see and contrary to design codes 

of practice. Further to this, a 'spend to save' scheme was approved to replace 

street lighting with LED units which will reduce carbon and energy costs saving 

approx £20 million over the next 20 years.

Not progressed

49 ED & SC: Integrated Children's Services
Home carer working 

hours

Reduce enhanced hours rates for home carers, change the start time to 10pm or 

buy them out. Huge saving in long term. Cut triple time on public holidays to 

double, in line with other caring services. 

A change management plan was recently agreed to meet the increased level of 

service demand whilst providing more flexibility in working conditions for 

employees. This included changes to existing terms and conditions, which includes 

shift patterns. Changing the start time or the rate public holidays are paid is part 

of a larger process. The current terms and conditions were introduced as part of 

Single Status and if we were to change them we would need to enter consultation 

with Trade Unions and employees as we would be offering less than they 

currently have. Another important factor to consider is recruitment and the 

current challenges we face to recruit within this service. Less favourable terms 

and conditions are likely to exasperate the current situation. 

Not progressed



50 ED & SC: Integrated Children's Services Flexible working

Encourage and support more flexible working. E.g where 2 support workers work 

together, have staggered starts. Maybe one at 9am and the other at 12 allowing a 

longer more flexible day. This gives the public a longer service for the same cost 

and less likelihood for the need of overtime.

Flexible Working is currently promoted within the Council to support the aims of 

both employer and employees and we have an employment policy in place to 

support the delivery of this.

Additionally in support of this, Heads of Service undertake an annual service 

review and planning exercise. As part of this review, consideration is given on how 

each service will be delivered to ensure effective delivery of that service.  This will 

include consideration of how staff are deployed to meet these needs.  As such 

flexible working options including shift work, compressed hours working etc may 

be introduced to facilitate that requirement. 

Already in progress

51 ED & SC: Integrated Children's Services Workforce Culture

Treat staff better and have less people off sick

The Council are continually striving towards achieving a more positive workplace 

environment and reducing absence levels. In September 2014 we set up our 

Workforce Culture Working Group with the overall purpose of creating a positive 

workforce culture where morale is good, people are proud to work for The Moray 

Council and would recommend it to others. In support of this, eight specific aims 

were identified and a number of actions have since been implemented. 

With regards to absence levels, our main cause for absence during 2015 was 

depression/stress/anxiety. We have a number of support mechanisms available 

for employees whether they are currently at work or on sick leave. For example 

we have Time for Talking, a support service offering structured counselling 

through the 24-hour confidential helpline. We also participate in a number of 

other initiatives promoting health and well-being which all contribute in reducing 

absence levels

Already in progress

52 ED & SC: Integrated Children's Services Rail fares
Amend systems to allow the use of rail cards to be used when booking train 

journeys. 

It is looking likely that from early-mid 2017 we will be able to use the Club 50 card 

and Young Scot card to receive discounted rail travel through our booking system 

Click. Once we have received final confirmation of this, agreed communications 

will be launched to inform employees and allow the Council to achieve further 

financial savings. 

Already in progress

53 ED & SC: Integrated Children's Services
Savings to residential child 

care

Modify the residential childrens home in Forres to accommodate 4 persons 

instead of 2. 

Looking at the suggestion from a Council wide perspective, there are currently 

plans to work more effectively and make financial savings in this area including an 

ongoing improvement agenda. Looking more specifically at the suggestion of 

moving the property in Forres to a 4 bedroomed house, there are additional 

considerations/risks to be assessed and this is currently under review by the 

service. 

Already in progress

54 Env: Development services Save 20% printer ink 
Default all Moray Council Xerox printers to 80% greyscale, this means documents 

are automatically printed using 20% less black ink.

The roll-out of the new Xerox printing equipment across the Council estate has 

recently taken place and the project has moved along to a business as usual state. 

The new contract negotiated through Xerox included the supply of all toner across 

our estate. This means that any reduction in toner usage would benefit Xerox and 

not the Council. 

Not progressed


